COMMERCIAL FIXTURES

Commercial Trough Sinks
6944-4500 Series Installation Guide

IMPORTANT!
We highly recommend reading through the entire installation guide prior to starting
installation. If you have an questions, we’re glad to help.
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COMMERCIAL FIXTURES
1) Prepare for Installation
The waste cover will ship assembled for shipping purposes. Remove the waste cover front and sides to begin
the installation process. The parts that you will need to remove are highlighted red in the illustration below.

2) Install Z-Clip
The first step will be to mount the Z-Clips on the wall. In the illustration below we’ve supplied measurements
that will help you located where you will mount this on the wall. The mounting hole on the Z-Clips will
need to be mounted 2.75” above the intended height of your counter. We recommend mounting the
Z-Clips centered on the faucet locations. The Z-Clips can be mounted with up to 1/4” Anchors. Anchors
are provided by the installer.
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Commercial Fixture Line

COMMERCIAL FIXTURES
3) Mark Mounting Locations
With the Z-Clips Installed, it will provide some support for the unit. You can
now lift the unit onto the Z-Clips and position the fixture where you want it.
After positioning the trough sink, mark the mounting locations for the fixture.
The fixture is not secured at this time so you will need assistance to ensure the
sink does not get knocked off the Z-Clips. After you have marked the mounting
locations then you will want to remove the fixture to install the anchors. The
fixture sides can be mounted with up to 1/2” Anchors. Anchors are provided by
the installer.
The illustration to the right also provides dimensions to the center of these
mounting locations. Upon request you can also purchase a metal template that
will provide all mounting locations.
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4) Mount the Fixture
With the anchors installed in the wall you’re now ready to lift the fixture back on the Z-Clips. Proceed to secure
the fixture using the two mounting locations, one on each side of the fixture.

5) Additional Mounting Points
In addition to the Z-Clips and the two mounting
locations on the
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fixture, there are additional mounting locations on the back brace.
This brace serves dual purposes, both keeping
the unit square and
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providing a series of slots that can be used as addtional mounting
locations. These slots accommodate up to 1/2” Anchors. Anchors are
provided by the installer.
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COMMERCIAL FIXTURES
6) Install Drain and Faucet
The fixture is now fully secured and ready for the drain and
faucet to be installed. The output location of the standard
drain(A261) is shown in the illustration to the right.
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7) Attach Waste Cover Sides
You’re now ready to install the two waste cover sides. There are three mounting points on each side of
the sink that come with pre-installed U-Nuts. You will need six of the 1/2” x #10-24 screws you removed
on step one to attach these sides.
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8) Mount Waste Cover Sides
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There are two mounting holes in each waste cover side. These holes accommodate up
to 1/2” Anchors. Anchors are provided by the installer.
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9) Attach Waste Cover Front
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The final step in the installation process is attaching the waste cover front to the two sides. The fifteen
mounting points all feature pre-installed #10-24 U-Nuts. You will need the remaining 1/2” x #10-24
screws that you removed on step one to complete this task.
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